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Summary
fue method of classification of ohemioal element, based on group symmetry principles» developed in pp*I, II»
is compared «lth element properties. Elements are considered
to be states of a single quantum system» the atomic structure being ignored* The number of basic states of this system (i*e* of elements) is» in prinoiple» infinite» Elements
thus treated as states cf the system» break down into euocessively diminishing subsystems» big and small multiplets.
Big multiplets are numbered by the quantum number
У а 1,2»
• ••» laoh
У -multiplet breaks down» then» into 2 V -1
small multiplets» numbered by pairs of quantum numbers (Д »
&a )» «here Я • 0,1» ...» V -1 and iji*;)-'/i, л+*Д
for Л > 0, oorr»
tjj m 1/2 for Д a 0* Bach element
gets an "address1* consisting of four quantum numbers ( У ,
A $ Lj # * )» the last referring to its place within
its ( Л , L} )-multiplet* The atomic number is expessed
in these quantum numbers as followst

where afajl+Я
« I f our quantum numbers are essential
characteristics of elements» .we may expect that each properfcj of elements allowing of a quantitative measure is eaqpeeaible in these numbers* Though the analytical form of this dependence is unknown» we may suppose it to be regular within
small multiplete and changing leapwise between them* Regu-

I&JP rlspenderiee of properties of the"ca«iin.Ci.i quantum ;LUJ>i s irsuis;. ott several qizan.tifcia.'s soiisiu.^rf?^ below, ав
'.?.ti 001.oatia.l5 tfAftCtronegativifcy, atomic volume^ dea->
me: t;iag 3aeat> «a ague t i c susceptibility,
constants of hydrate& «lecfcrons»
g.t?oup olassifioat;ion»
eleffieat properfciess

and ©yen r a t e

Hhuaj, avx- theory» being g.

does not ЛевсггЪе in d e t a i l any of

but: leads ho n iulfied qualitative des-

cription 01 a l l of them a'smltfmeouely»
As will w.n- seen»

tois

i.u convanoiugiy oor.roboratfid .•?
::

axpurimeucai. dafea» The geaural pl«1;ur<; of ;-.idmeat prope.rties

thus revealed could not? be vaproyented before, in uf»-

absence of a. natural uiTMsuau oi' elements .inio pultipleta* .
The

idea tiow to do it; adopted froa t;ha SU(5)- and SU(6)-

-ayoaBetry. Especially useful ora the

(

2 . L^

)-cultip-

•leta, fix'at separated in £ 3 ) s tlaase ах-а to be .xregardod as
a most 8bi.aen.tiai feature -iistinguishing our
from ofebera available

classification

i e the iiteratu.roj

In particxilar, tor

acfcinoids ova1 loult.iplets ooirespoad,

in general, so the subdivision of fchis family

i a t o two sub~

families proposed foy HeFS8iasky? The incomplete analoggr of
p^operti©is between iantbanoids елй actinoids i s also
ted

by VUXB classification}

reflec-

i t iaiplios th.au actinoids ars fro

^e considerftd ;rtv>t only aualogoss of the lam-hartoids, b u t . i n
some respsota of t r a n s i t i o n eleiaenfes too.

In the following, the theory devaliped in pp. I [1] ,
II [2] (cf [5-5] for original physical treatment) is compared with the experiment*
Results of the classification procedure for chemioal
elements) as described at the end of p.I, are summarized in
table differs from the conventional forms of

table II» M s

the Mendeleev table by explicit consideration of the symmetry group

governing regularities appearing in the system of

elements* These are set into rooms of the table assigned to
them, and thus are

divided into big

V -mult;iplets and

small ( Я , i-л )-multiplets, which establishes their addressee* Let us see now to what extent

our classification is

corroborated by the properties of elements*
Comparing the arrangement of elements in table II
with that in the classical Mendeleev table, it is readily
seen that every line corresponding to fixed values of Л
1-х , at

,

contains elements with similar chemical pro-

perties, the so called homologues» Together they correspond
to one of the subgroups known from the common forms of the
Mendeleev table* However, in our table these subgroups are
arranged otherwise, which will be seen to make sense* Multiple t;s with

Л а О or

Д = 1 include elements contai-

ned in the principal "a" subgroups of the '"iassical table;
multiplets with

Я

- 2 or

X * 3 include those from

the collateral subgroup ("b" subgroups)* Each Mendeleevian
period consists of опв (
equal to the

umber of the period, QD& of ( Д

tiplets (if present) with
number by

д я 0) multiplet with

one*

V +Я

>

\J •*- X
О) mul-

exceeding the period

Note that in the table II hydrogen and helium are included, correspondinglyt into subgroups of u.•*,* li metals
and alkaline-earths metals, but not into these of halogens
and rate зазее, as accepted in most modern tables, Then,
in contrast to the subgroup (Illb), Sc - I - La - Ac, of
the classical Mendeleev table, according to table II immediate chemical analogues of Sc and Y are Lu and Lr, and not
La and Ac. (Therefore, the first and the second groups of
rare-earths metals begin corr. with lanthanum and actinium, and not with cerium and thorium, whereas lutetium and
laurentium fall out of these families

' . Then, classical

tables have no place for lanthanoids and actinoids, so that
these families are carried out of the table and

figure as

supplements* Our table II, on the contrary, contains these
elements on equal terms. Furthermore, our classification
according to numbers

1д ^ И

accounts for the analogy

in properties of corresponding lanthanoids and actinoids,
Sm - Fu, Eu - Am, Gd - Cm, ..., discovered by Seaborg* Division of elements into metals and non-metals, not altogether unambigous but iapjanted in chemistry, is traced more clearly in table II: metallic and metalloid properties
alternate
А

when

A

increases* Elements with

A

= О or

ж 2 are typical metals (with the exception of He and

H ) . Multiplets with

A

= 1, on the contrary, include ba-

sically elements with non-aetal properties (excepted Al, Ga
In, Tl, and possibly, Sn, Pb, Bi).

' Lu, by most of its physical and chemical properties,
ranks with Sc and I, rather than with La, Attaching
Lu to rare earths is found incorrect from the point
of view of electronic shells analysis, as emphasized
e.g. by L.Landau and E.Lifshitz

Tba quantum mechanical explanation of periodicity in
properties of eleaeata, aa gives by Bohr, ia known to be
intimately related to the theory of the hydrogen atom. Our
approach reveals the aaae analogy with the excited states
of the hydrogen atoa. «he reaaou of this is that the hydrogen atom (in ita excited atatea) and the ayetem of ehemical elements are both objeota poesessisg 80(4,2) symmetry.
Just aa in electronic states of tha hydrogen atom degeneracy means oo^noidence of their energies, "degeneracy"
in the system of chemical elementa may be understood aa
coincidence of their phieico-chemical properties. Accordingly, approximate degeneracy with respect to a chemical
quantum number is to be interpreted as yroxlalty of element properties* Я ш е , elements with possible affinity in
their properties are known a priori (which is an advantage of the group theoretical approach)* However, group theory haa generally little to say on the extent of this affinity •
Zf the property wa n^ Interested in can be expressed
quantitatively, it is natural to suppose there is an Heraitean operator expressing it by means of ita eigenvalues*
This operator la to act од the space of system atntea, i.e.
on the apace of our "chemical system**, specific states of
which are atoms of different elements. But, in the present
theory, this space appears ae the space of a certain irreducible unitary representation of the conforms! group SO
( 4-,2) (cf. p.II). Therefore, it is plausible that the operator accounting for the property considered ia to be expressed in the Lie algebra operators of the S0(4,2) group
like those involved in the mass formulas of unitary sym-

incidentally, the Casioir operators of the symmetry groupo
The exact form of the operator is, of course» unknown (cf.
p.I, wheie similar'considerations are developed in application to the atomic number). However, we are lead thus to
a possible analogy between different systems described by
one and the same symmetry group. The Casimir operators for
such systems being constructed from the same Lie algebra,
it is to be expected that resulting operators have spectra
similar in their basic features. One can trace this analogy quantitatively comparing our chemical system with another
system described by the same representation cf the S0(4,2)
group, the hydrogen atom.
In the hydrogen atom (with degeneracy removed) energy
m

differences between'levels corresponding to various
decrease when

1

£

increases within a spectral multiplet,

i.e. for a fixed value of

n

. In the same way, differences

between properties of elements within а ( И, A )-multiplet diminish as

Л

increases. If for

of elements numbered by different
distinct from each other, then, for

A

= 1 properties

(^ , X
A

are rather

» 2, this distinc-

tion is considerably effaced. Therefore, comparison between
neighbouring elements

within a multiplet makes sense, pro-

perties of which are found to be-very similar, as for Zr, Nb,
Mo or Hf, Та and W. This analogy within a multiplet may even
dominate over that within the underlying group. Proximity of
properties revealed by some elements with

A

» 2 (Fe - Co -

- Ni, Ru - Rh - Fd, Os - Ir - Pt) is expressed by the classifical table placing them into a common subgroup (VTIIb)
in triads. For

8

A s ?

chemical properties of elements

(lanthanoids, oorr. actinoids) are getting so near that
each of these families is allotted a single square of the
table* It ie of interest in this connection that grouping
of elements into "bouses", i.e. ( & t A )-multiplete, for
Д « 2 and 3 corresponds rather closely to families of
geoohemically allied elementss those of iron ( 2 2 ^ 2 4 50),
of molybdenum (42 ^ Z < 4 6 ) , of rhenium (73 ^ Z ^ 78}»
of lanthaaus (.54 ^ Z ^ 7 D «ad uranium (Z & 89)»
Then, rapprochement of properties is observed between
elements of corresponding positron ( А , ^Л^ЭС fixed) in
neighbouring P -multiplets when P increases. This becomes particularly apparent in multiple te with Л з О о г
Л • 1» Shus, difference between lithium and matrium (and
corr» between beryllium and magnesium) ie relatively greater than between any other nelghbouting alkali (or alkalir.o-earths) metals. Just, so, in the subgroup of elements 0 - 8 - Se - Те those with the nearest properties are S - Se - Те.
What are our grounds to expect that our classification is an adequate description of element properties ? Of
course, the very general approach of "group classification" is incapable of a detailed explanation of any specific
property of the elements; in return, it gives some info?»
mation on all properties together. Take, indeed, a certain
property of elements allowing of a quantitative measure Q.
Then» if ОЛУ ou^Ptum numbers ere really essential characteristics of elements (even if not immediately observable),
terlstiost

We do not know this expression, but some qualitative results say be inferred and verified. Let us fix the quantum

numbers 0t Я ^ *-д,

% P«p f ? Л « Л ^ *-Лв *-А? в114

change ^tf г then the dependence of the property Q on
ЭС (on the "room" within a "storey") is given by the function

Similarly, for another storey (*>«*£, А « Я д > £ *Л г ^Д^ )»
thus differing from the former by one of the quantum numbers
P t Д. , L j^ at least, we must have another, different
dependence s

Indeed, it may ba expected that the law according to which
Q depends on >t undergoes a pronounced change on shifting
from one storey to another (even within the same "house");
this is expressed by strong jumps of corresponding graphs
between storeys» Meanwhile, within each of the small aulti—
plets ("storeys") a regular alteration»of chemical properties is to be observed.
Comparing observed properties of. elements making a multiple t we find them regularly depending on Э б л I j
, and
the form of this dependence similar for analogous multiplets (i.e. having the same Д. ) ' . For a given j)<+» A
' In analogous small multiplets (А.Д.Х = idem) physicochemical characteristics of elements are changing alike (see figs. 1-3)*

ia

pteysico-chenioal characteristics of eleaento aseun*, «в *
ги1эв their extremal values cm eh© bounds of "housee". Moreover j local extreme are observed within "houses" on pas^
sage to another

L%

(efo fig» 1-7); neanwhile9 alteration

of element properties within a ( A., lд. ) - eultiplet ie
always regular» Further,, there ie another feature similar
to that observed in atoms or nuclei, where energy differences between 1 «- 1/2 and 1 + 1/2 states are increasing with
1 * In exactly the same way» we see that in the system of
elements physico-chemical properties of "storeys" differ
isessentially for
( Л

i>x - 3/2 and L ^ = 5/2, i.e. within •

a 2) "houses" (cf. fig» 4a); whereas for

and Lx

= 7/2, within ( Я

l д. * 5/2

» 5) "houses", these diffe-

rences are strongly pronounced (cf• figs; 4b and 5|6»7b)«
Regularities discussed above are verified for ionisation potentials, oxidation degrees, melting heats (fig, 1-3) and atomic volumes. All these quantities are very characteristic as expressing fundamental properties of elements*
Comparing the curves for densities, atomic volvaee and
magnetic properties of lantiieuoids and actuvoids, we find
the division of elements into

Lj - stultipletfr--W be real-

ly significant. This division corresponds; in particular,
to that proposed by Hayseinski [ ? 3 , whose separation of
actinoids in two families is roughly the same as ours*
Thus, our classification is corroborated in considerable detail by experimental data shown on figures 1-7

•

Joining of elements into ( Л , &»д ) - multiple ts enables
us to single out

of Mendeleevian periods families of ele-

ments with properties regularly changing (and for

1*

altogether similar)» Proximity sf neighbouring elements
within periods, noticed long agoe appears thus as a regularity inherent to the periodic system, like the analogy of
elements constituting groups.
Те see our 41vision of elements into sm»01 multipleta
to be in good agreement with the experiment о
The part played by big multiplets (i.e. by the quantum
number f) ) may be shown, for instance, as follows* Let us
apply to an atoa with the address ( P, A > b>% > *e ) the horisontal operator П
о Thea 9 for fixed Xt «•д.»** *® get
atoms with other values of $
and come to a dependence

Taking another line of the table (i.e. other values of

Я,

) we must have a different regularity *

The regularities s^pearing when $
well knownt each of the functions Q. Mj

1л «hanging are
Q} '($). *. des-

cribes a Hendeleevian series of homologueso Such a series
takes up a line in the table II. Xt is clear that changing
the parameters A , LJL > 96

we

must

в°^ another kind of

regularity, the analogy being thus broken. She fact that
just elements with the nearest properties are sent one inn

n

to another by the horisontal operator described above, is
by no means accidental» Here, apparently, a general prist»
oiple is evidenced guiding the search of nearest analogues

ia the group «lassificatioa of particles (ef» £5l» p*22S)»
We see that every big multelplet coafcaljaajsiacujL^...oat
representative of each aeries of Headelecjrlanjaablogsies (If
only

0

is sufficiently great to визиге that this big mul-

tiples intersects feh® corresponding lime of the table).
ТЫ& means that0 with the mentioned limitation, аз to
the lengths of big multipletsg each of the» consists of "яре—
cime&s№ taken lone by one from ©very of Mendeleevian series*
This is exactly the meaning of periodicity„ from the point of
the present theorbo
Qa.e of the merits of the classification given Ъу table
II is that is points out possible analogies between elements
where there is no grounds to expect them proceeding from the
xaveafcional tables*
Kot@, for example, the well-known duality of properties
in the series H, Не в Ве„ А1» Th, U t Pu a.SoOc, which makes
their arrangement in a conventional table rather ambiguous.
Xhus, lSh9 Pa and V, being analogues of Ge, Pr and Nd, are also analogues of Hf, 2a and W, which are elements of the XVb
and Tib subgroups (ef<fig* 1 ) . Shis duality is reflected by
our classification as degeneracy in

Л

for great*--

|? 'в,

as noted above» ?rom this point o£ views ^cfcinoifts are not
to be considered as homologues of lazxthanoids only о She rapprichement of properties between-neighbouring multiplets for
greater

I? and

A

s

which was described above, supports

the assumpwion that actinoids must have properties similar
to those of lanthanoids and9 besides that, of transition eie°
ments making the groups with

^

« 6 and A

s 2 > This cir-

cumstance represents the classical forms of the table as somewhat restricted.
She existing correlations are, especially for elements

13

with greater

Z

0

too complicated and varied to be descri-

bed by any of the conventional tableso It seeas therefor©
probable that research of heavy elements necessitates

a

table of elements based on new principles»
Our classification procedure results in an unambiguous
arrangement of elements, known or yet undiscovered, into a
table displaying their affinities, known of possible. This
may facili*ate identification of synthesized elements* It is
of interest to compare the arrangement of elements thus obtained , for 104- ^ Z ^ 170, with the forecasts of Seaborg
£ 8 3, based on quantum mechanical calculations of electronic shells. For 104- ^ Z ^ 120 our arrangement coincides
with that proposed by Seaborg. But, contrary to his predictions, it is apparent from the table II that elements with
121 j$ Z j$ 138 form a new family, having no homologues between known elements. Very likely, this family is divided in
two multiplets, strongly degenerate in their properties,
with

С. л

* 9/2 and

1д. = 7/2. As to the family of super-

actinoids predicted by Seaborg, elements of which are to resemble, to a certain extent, actinoids, it contains in accordance with table II not elements with 122 ^ Z < 15?, but
only those with 139 < Z ^ 152. The subsequent elements,
for 153 < Z ^ 170, are to be homologues of elements with
10* « Z ^ 1 2 0 .
Hote, that differences in properties of elements with
atomic numbers from 115

to 118 are expected to be conside-

rably larger than those for 103 ^ Z ^ 1 1 2 . As to elements
with 121 4: Z ^ 1?8, these are probably extremely similar.
It should be noted that the element 164- corresponds to
strong stability of the nucleus. It is remarkable that cen-

14

of nuclear stability, both Jroown or predletedt euch as
silicon (Z з 14), tin (Z a 50) 9 lead (Z = 82), the 114-th
and 164-th. elements, are members of ( Д. » 1) multiplete
with 1 д = 1/2, эе = -1/2. 0д1у helium (Z * 2 ) , oxygen
(Z = 8) and calcium <Z з 20) belong to the вине family, with
A ss Co This correspondence would be incomprehensible, if
the group symmetry description presented above should be interpreted as symmetry of electronic shellsо It is not eurhowever, if we keep to the conception expressed in
t which considers group symmetry proposed therein to describe atoms as a whole.
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fig*1. First ionlxation potential* of elements. Chareeter of alteration of the ionisatlon potential is slsjll*r in identically labelled ( , )-fflaltlplet*. Sstreaal values
oorreapond» a* • rule, to the
bound* of the multiplete. Local oxtrew» are dietinetly *een on passage free ^ - 1/2 to
• 3/2* Bapproohenent of properties for lnereaeing
is aanifest, dlffereoee* betmren ionisatlon potential* being
9-10 eT for elements with
- 1, 8-3 *V for elements with
- 2 and appr. 1 *V for eleaent* with - Э.
"Oegeneraoy" for lnoreasing
is al"^» apparent*
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Fig. 5. Density of metallic lantbanoids.
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Fig. 6. Magnetic susceptibility of lanthanoids, The leapwise
change of magnetic properties between Lfs/%
miltiplets is evident.
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Pig.7. Rate constants of reactions of « hydrated electron with complex ±ojm//
of traiMition metals < Л » 2) and lantbanoids ( А,* Ъ,Ме(Н,А0)3+ ).Grouping
of elements into ( X , <•/,) -multiplete is seea to be supported by chemical as
well as physical properties of elements.
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